FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ACTION ALERT

SATANIC/SOROS OPEN SOCIETY
Is Here Now!

12/20/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate

alert: newsmax.com posted an article yesterday (12/19/16) titled, "Obama (Soetoro) Pardons 78, Shortens the Sentence for 153." They reported: "President Barack Obama (Mr. Barry Soetoro) has pardoned 78 people and shortened the sentence of 153 others convicted of federal crimes, the greatest number of individual clemencies in a single day by any president (illegal alien), the White House said Monday."

Unfortunately newsmax.com began their report with a lie. Mr. Soetoro cannot be a constitutional "president". A true president cannot have an alien parent, nor be born in an alien country.

The newsmax.com article ended with a mention of a Michael Collins, a deputy director at the DRUG POLICY ALLIANCE. This is a pet project of George Soros.

Additionally, there is another report from sorosfiles.com that warns that it is George Soros that is behind this massive drug offender release scam. Soros is guiding his puppet Barry Soetoro (aka BHO) in waging this drug war on the American people. Soros has dumped $12m - $100m into the alliance during the last 10 years.

The American Resistance Party warns that the newsmax.com’s mention of Mr. Soetoro dumping drug lords back on the street is nothing more than a “Soros conspiracy” to destroy America. Once Soros can effectively dismantle the American resistance to evil illegal drugs, he will then move in as the Master Drug Lord of the American continent and the North American Union will totally be his! He has even taken over the Bilderberg Foundation. The Satanic/Soros OPEN SOCIETY is here now. I do not believe Trump-elect has the will or inclination to fight against it.
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